
Year 3 – Summer Block 3 – Word Families

Step 2: Identifying Word 

Families



Introduction

Which words create a new word when you add the prefix ‘un’?

decided 

complete

popular

happy

lucky

trained

definitely

possible

strange

correct behave tidy
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Varied Fluency 1

What root word creates the word family below?

uncertain

certainty 

certainly



Varied Fluency 1

What root word creates the word family below?

The root word is certain.

uncertain

certainty 

certainly



Varied Fluency 2

Using your knowledge of word families, circle the odd one out 
below. 

naughtyest naughtier

naughty



Varied Fluency 2

Using your knowledge of word families, circle the odd one out 
below. 

naughtyest naughtier

naughty



Varied Fluency 3

Which of the following words make a word family?

guards guarding

guarded grade

guardian guard



Varied Fluency 3

Which of the following words make a word family?

guards guarding

guarded grade

guardian guard



Varied Fluency 4

Match each word from the word family to the correct meaning.

fixed

fixture

fix

a piece of equipment

to mend

stuck in place



Varied Fluency 4

Match each word from the word family to the correct meaning.

fixed

fixture

fix

a piece of equipment

to mend

stuck in place



Application 1

Using the word family below, identify the root word and write a 
sentence which uses it correctly.

pressuring

pressured

pressurise



Application 1

Using the word family below, identify the root word and write a 
sentence which uses it correctly.

The root word is pressure. Various answers, for example: 

The teacher was under a lot of pressure. 

pressuring

pressured

pressurise



Application 2

Spot and correct the mistakes in the text below. Which three words 
make up a word family?

Alice was very interest to find out what her friend, Lucy, 

wanted. Alice knew Lucy found insects really interest. 

She had bought her a book called Creepy Crawlies that 

she knew would interest her.



Application 2

Spot and correct the mistakes in the text below. Which three words 
make up a word family?

Alice was very interested to find out what her friend, 

Lucy, wanted. Alice knew Lucy found insects really 

interesting. She had bought her a book called Creepy 

Crawlies that she knew would interest her.

The three words that make up the word family are interested, 

interesting and interest.



Reasoning 1

Robbie says,

Is he correct? Explain how you know.

question questioning questioned

request questioner questions

The following words make a 
word family from the root 

word ‘question’.



Reasoning 1

Robbie says,

Is he correct? Explain how you know.

Robbie is incorrect because…

question questioning questioned

request questioner questions

The following words make a 
word family from the root 

word ‘question’.



Reasoning 1

Robbie says,

Is he correct? Explain how you know.

Robbie is incorrect because ‘request’ is not part of the ‘question’ 

word family.

question questioning questioned

request questioner questions

The following words make a 
word family from the root 

word ‘question’.


